NEWSROOM

InterGlobix Magazine and Total Telecom, organizer of Internet
Infrastructure events, enter into Media Partnership
The Media Partnership will ensure distribution of InterGlobix Magazine across UK and promotion of
Total Telecom events to InterGlobix Magazine subscribers.
19 December 2018, Washington DC & London, UK – InterGlobix LLC, a global solutions company focused
on the convergence of datacenters, terrestrial and subsea fiber, and Total Telecom Ltd. a business
media and global events company announced today that InterGlobix Magazine, the first magazine of its
kind focused on Datacenters, Connectivity, Luxury and Lifestyle, will be a Media Partner for the following
Connectivity events to be held in London, UK:

•
•
•

Submarine Networks EMEA, 12-13 February 2019
Connected Britain, 18-19 June 2019
Total Telecom Congress, 29-30 October 2019

“Total Telecom events in the UK cover a wide spectrum of Connectivity topics including Subsea,
Terrestrial, Infrastructure, SmartCity, Stategy and Partnerships for the Telecom Industry. With our
partnership with Total Telecom, the reach of our magazine will extend to the coveted datacenter and
connectivity industry personnel in the UK”, said Jasmine Bedi, Founder and Editor-in-Chief of InterGlobix
Magazine.
“We are glad to be supporting InterGlobix Magazine as a Media Partner. The concept of this publication
is very intriguing and unique. We are looking forward to working together with InterGlobix Magazine”,
said James Llewellyn, Marketing Manager of Total Telecom.
ABOUT INTERGLOBIX MAGAZINE
InterGlobix Magazine is industry’s premier datacenter and connectivity reference guide. It recognizes
the key shapers behind this relatively young industry and delves deep into the lifestyle of the most
successful industry personalities. It features behind-the-scenes stories at datacenter construction sites,
looks into the emerging subsea ports, latest terrestrial and mobile industry innovations and keeps you in
the know. Each luxury-packed issue offers a platform to our partners and clients to showcase their
exclusive products and services to the coveted and elite high net worth individuals from the datacenter
and connectivity industry. For more information, please visit www.interglobixmagazine.com

ABOUT TOTAL TELECOM LTD.
Total Telecom is a business media company founded in 1997. Total Telecom meets the information and
research needs of the Global Communications industry, from breaking news to expert analysis. It is the
leading communications link between end users and the vendors, carriers and resellers of
telecommunications technology and services. For more information, please visit www.totaltele.com
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